
The sky's the limit on things that occur on roadways. 
By equipping our plows with LVT, we can better manage conditions 
during the most dangerous season.”

- Doug McBroom
Operations Manager at MDT



The Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) is the government agency responsible for managing the state’s 
transportation nfrastructure and operations. They manage everything from planning and design of roadways to 
maintaining bridges and rest areas. One of their largest responsibilities is managing snow removal from roads
throughout the state from October to April.

•    See current road conditions
•    Monitor snowplows’ locations
•    Automatically collect photos of current conditions

“Having the cameras is 
so much nicer than any 
kind of map. This way we 
instantly know road 
conditions and can respond
accordingly to keep employees 
and travelers safer.”

- Doug McBroom
Operations Manager at MDT

•    Assess MDT’s situation and needs
•    Design units that can mount on trucks and plows
•    Equip trucks with GPS, cameras, and cellular connectivity

MORE THAN 
1.6 MILLION VISITORS 
TO THE MDT TRAVELER 

INFO WEBPAGE 
EACH SEASON.

INSTANT UNDERSTANDING 
OF CURRENT ROAD CONDITIONS
“In this case, a picture truly is worth a 1,000 words.”

600 PLOWS ACROSS THE STATE, 
12 ARE EQUIPPED WITH LVT CAMERAS
“We send the 12 trucks to the hotspots—the mountain passes, high 
travel zones, and high snow zones—because we need to see what is happening.”

INCREASE THE PUBLIC’S KNOWLEDGE 
AND UNDERSTANDING OF
CURRENT CONDITIONS
“The cameras take about one photo per minute and send them through 
cellular. They are then published on our website so the public can view them, 
all in less than a minute.”

WHO IS MDT?

MDT’S CHALLENGES BEFORE LVT: LVT SOLUTIONS:

RESULTS:

WANT A DEMO?
Call us.

801-221-9408

LVT.COM

COMPANY:
Montana Department 

of Transportation

LOCATION:
Helena, MT

INDUSTRY:
Government

SOLUTION:
Create cameras that can be mounted on

snow plows that automatically take 
and send photos of the highway.


